WHITE PAPER

Three Ps of designing
for yard automation
Autonomous yard operations offer a brand new solution for one of the most
under-invested-in parts of the supply chain: distribution yards. Using both
forward-thinking design and next-generation technology, all three elements of yard
workflow — property, process, and people — coalesce for exponential improvement
in efficiency and safety. Autonomy has arrived. Let's get ready for deployment.
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INTRODUCTION
We’re all too familiar with today’s problems in
distribution yards — yards require repetitive, manual
tasks to be performed in often hazardous,
inhospitable conditions. As one of the most
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more than 10 billion tons of freight annually from
warehouses onto the open road. It’s time to re-think

The COVID-19 global pandemic shined a light on a
fragile supply chain and accentuated the inefficiency
and safety concerns of distribution yards. As a result,
industry leaders are turning with more urgency to
digitization and automation to build a resilient supply
chain and streamline operations.
Distribution yards are ideal for automation for three
primary reasons: 1) operations involve manual,
repetitive tasks, 2) yards require dull, dirty, and
dangerous work, and 3) yards are typically located on
private, well-defined property.
As yard automation solutions become more widely
available, successful deployment of this technology
depends on forward-thinking design and planning.
Three key areas must be considered when planning
for yard automation: property, process, and people.
Yard automation quickly plugs into properties (land
and facility) built and configured with its requirements
in mind. Planning for automation also drives the
evaluation of existing logistics processes. And, most
importantly, people must be well-informed and
trained to work alongside an autonomous system.
In this brief, you’ll learn about the property, process,
and people requirements necessary to ready your
yards for automation and reap the efficiency and
safety benefits that come with it.
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PROPERTY
The configuration of the property itself — both land and facility —
determines how quickly and easily automation can be deployed
in the distribution yard. First, work with your logistics real estate
partner to secure fully-owned private properties. This allows you
to test, iterate, and optimize autonomous operations without the
constraints of public road rules and regulations. For optimal
performance of autonomous systems, identify land with a limited
grade throughout the yard’s footprint.
Once you have the site selected, outline the layout specifications
necessary for yard automation. This includes fully-paved drive
paths, standard parking to allow maximum trailer volume, and
designated space for electric vehicle charging stations. Avoid
interfering with IT and communications infrastructure by ensuring
adequate overhead clearance (i.e., avoid low clearance walking
bridges or dock overhangs).

Yard Features
• 70’ or wider drive apron width and ample parking
• Yard has limited grade and no overhead obstructions

Site Personnel

Dock Door Design

• Executives and site leadership actively engaged
• Dispatchers trained to manage yard automation
and related software systems

• Drive-Through dock door design for swing doors
• Dock lights, dock locks, and dock seals on each door

Electrical and IT
• DC fast charging for multiple electric yard trucks
• Wireless networking in all operating areas

Other Considerations
• Segregated personal vehicle parking
• Controlled pedestrian access to the yard
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Entrance/Exit
• Private property with secured access
• Secured entrance with automated check-in/-out

3

Drive-Through loading dock
design pays off

Next, turn your attention to the loading dock. To fully automate

A yard truck driver typically spends

doors to be opened inside the facility. This is particularly applicable

about 2 minutes per trailer opening

for trailer fleets predominantly made up of swing doors. Today,

swing doors in the approach. This can

swing doors require over-the-road and yard truck drivers to

add up to 240 minutes per day, or more

repeatedly exit their trucks to open and close the trailer doors

than 15% of the total operating time of a

before backing into or pulling away from a loading dock -- a

single yard truck1. By implementing a

manual, repetitive task that poses risks to personnel.

yards, the dock door design must allow for all over-the-road trailer

Drive-Through loading dock design,
you eliminate the need for the yard
truck driver to handle the trailer and
you regain almost 15% of the yard
truck's operating time all while
providing a safer working environment
for your personnel.

1
Assumes yard truck is operating
24 hours per day and making approximately
five trailer moves per hour.

Using a Drive-Through loading dock design, the task of opening
and closing swing doors relocates to inside the facility. A
Drive-Through design features a vertical dock leveler, a vehicle
restraint, a dock seal or shelter, dock lights, and a safe sequence of
operation. As you plan your facilities for swing door trailers, allow
for the height and width of the dock door openings to be at least
10-feet wide and 10-feet high, ideally with 13- to 14-foot centers.
Yard automation requires a seamless link between warehouses
and over-the-road trucks, which means moving tasks inside the
warehouse and tightly connecting the swing door trailer, loading
dock, and warehouse.
Finally, plan for your property to have adequate electrical and IT

When planning
your IT and electrical
infrastructure, take
into account other
items within the
building that may
need connectivity
and charging, such
as robotic forklifts,
AGVs, and other
onsite robots.

infrastructure. Electrical specifications must support the DC
fast-charging needs of multiple electric yard trucks. Furthermore,
the distribution yard and facility operating areas need to have
adequate WiFi or LTE communications networking to facilitate
autonomous operations. Additional IT infrastructure may also be
required.

The Drive-Through loading dock design
allows personnel to open trailer doors from
inside the warehouse. Photo credit: ©
Rite-Hite
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PROCESS

Yard of the Future Workflow

Be sure to address existing processes and
procedures to optimize for the safety and efficiency
of autonomous yard operations. The repetitive,
predictable traffic patterns found in today’s yards are

1. TMS provides information about

over-the-road (OTR) truck arrival and
the contents of the shipment.

ideal for autonomous systems. If you haven’t already,
consider implementing automated
check-in/check-out procedures for site access,
limiting the number of pedestrians in the yard and
minimizing vehicle traffic. Taking these additional
steps now readies your operations to support yard

2. As truck approaches gate, arrival is

broadcast to WMS and YMS. Fast pass
for trusted carriers allows for automated
access.

automation.
Autonomous yard operations alone provide great
site-level benefits. But when the yard automation ties

3. The YMS assigns the OTR driver a dock

door based on warehouse inventory levels
and dock door type (swing or roll door).

to other software systems that manage the flow of
freight in and out of the distribution center, the
workflow of the entire distribution facility logistics
coalesces. By taking an integrated software
approach, distribution center operations, on the
whole, can be exponentially optimized. Yard

4. After dropping the trailer, the OTR driver
receives information on which trailer to
pick up, including trailer location and
identification.

automation can integrate with homegrown or
off-the-shelf:
• Yard Management Systems (YMS)

5. OTR driver proceeds to pick up assigned
trailer and exits the yard, reducing OTR
turn time.

• Warehouse Management Systems (WMS)
• Transportation Management Systems (TMS)

6. Once unloaded, the WMS informs the
By taking an integrated system-wide approach, you’ll
achieve end-to-end visibility of your freight. Over
time, the business intelligence gathered and shared

YMS that the trailer is ready to be
moved. The YMS assigns the trailer a
destination and the Outrider System
executes the move.

along the supply chain will lead to truly predictive
freight logistics.

7. The Outrider System moves the trailer

to its destination based on data from the
WMS and YMS. This move could be to
another dock for loading or parking spot
for staging.

When supply chain software
systems work together, efficiency
improves exponentially across
the entire logistics workflow.
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8. After completing the move, the Outrider

System updates the YMS with the location
of the trailer. This eliminates the need for
yard checks.
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PEOPLE
The successful deployment and adoption of yard automation calls
for preparing existing personnel for new automation related tasks,
reorganizing integrated teams around automation, and rallying

Autonomous + Electric
= Sustainable
Many companies are proactively

personnel throughout the company around autonomy and its
multifaceted benefits.

working to reduce their carbon footprint

Like most successful initiatives, responsible deployment of yard

in their operations, including the

automation hinges on executive sponsorship and strong

distribution yard. Diesel yard trucks emit

leadership. Leaders must consider the change management

3.8 million metric tons of carbon each

processes and staffing plans that enable personnel to support

year in North America, the equivalent of

autonomous yard operations or move into other high-value roles

one coal-firing plant. Electric vehicle

within the company. Another area to consider is how yard

platforms are ideally suited for

automation fits into corporate sustainability objectives, such as the

autonomous vehicles because the

transition from diesel to electric yard trucks.

advanced electronics require cleaner
and more efficient power. By

Also at the corporate level, Human Resources and Safety leaders

systematically replacing diesel yard

need to prepare for managing the regular interaction between

trucks with autonomous zero-emission

humans and robots. Project managers within the organization may

yard trucks, companies advance their

need training in the area of automation so they can lead internal

sustainability goals.

teams to launch autonomous operations, robotics, and vehicle
deployment successfully.
It’s equally important to include distribution facility and site-level
leadership in the planning, deployment, and ongoing
management of yard automation. They will play critical roles in
training the staff responsible for executing yard automation.
Simple new training protocols related to yard automation include:

Enriched training
programs will prepare
personnel to
implement and
manage autonomous
yard operations.

• Training yard dispatchers to utilize the software to task
autonomous vehicles with work
• Preparing existing maintenance staff to maintain site
equipment like EV chargers and communications devices
• Shifting the focus of some IT Support resources to maintain
Internet connectivity throughout the yard and its components
As yard automation scales across your logistics network, new
roles may come to the forefront, such as operations
management personnel to oversee the software and robotics
across multiple sites.
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CONCLUSION
Automation is expanding throughout our global supply chain.
For enterprises looking to innovate for long-term competitive
gain, they must embrace autonomous yard operations. By
nature, distribution yards already provide an ideal use case
for autonomous operations. Yet, with some forward-thinking
planning about properties, processes, and people, you will be
well-positioned to deploy yard automation quickly and start
realizing more efficient, safer, and sustainable operations.

Take the next steps
Start designing your distribution yards to be automation-ready
by discussing your plans with Outrider, your logistics real
estate provider, and site and facilities planning departments.

About Outrider™
Outrider, the pioneer in autonomous yard operations for logistics hubs, helps large enterprises improve safety and
increase efficiency. The only company exclusively focused on automating all aspects of yard operations, Outrider
eliminates manual tasks that are hazardous and repetitive. Outrider’s mission is to drive the rapid adoption of sustainable
freight transportation by deploying zero-emission systems. Outrider is a private company backed by NEA, 8VC, Koch
Disruptive Technologies, and other top-tier investors. For more information, visit www.outrider.ai
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